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The chapter or appendix that you have
downloaded from the Internet is part of a
larger book writing project.

Although copyrighted through the U.S.
Library of Congress, the author
welcomes your sharing this material. If
you quote or cite this text, please
provide a web link or reference to:
www.WindowView.org.

As a draft, this project is open to your
comment and suggestions. Tell us what you
think about what you’ve read.

The author can be reached by e-mail at:
response@windowview.org
 
 
 
 

Note, technological and political developments,
among other topics, have undergone recent
change and made stunning advancements that
are yet to be captured here. For example, when
this book project was started, the Internet was in
its infancy. The rapid advances in the global
communications systems alone is worthy of note
in the Creator’s Window. So, in some places you
may fill in certain logical gaps as you read by
simply thinking of and integrating your
understanding of current events.

The purpose of the Creator's Window
fits within the larger scope of
WindowView.org.  To better
understand how all this fits within the
window's holistic view, we encourage a
visit  to the WindowView web site.
Moreover, an outline for the entire
writing project, of which this document
is only one part, can be best appreciated
by reading the outline for the Creator's
Window at the web site.  Please reserve
your assessment of this presentation
until you examine the outline for its
larger context.

WindowView.org is a thought
resource that  entertains a larger
perspective based on Origins (as
related through scientific evidence and a
look at the Scriptures that identify a
beginning to our universe), to current
Global Changes (which you are familiar
from reading the nightly news), Time
Lines (based on science, human history
in general, and biblical projections), and
finally the role of a specific People
Group that has been an intended
messenger... one group that is meant
to shine a light on the path ahead of
all humanity.  Sounds like a tall tale?
Well, you are living today with all the
evidence that is used here... come
see how it looks through the
Window's View!

Look, discern, then decide for
yourself what it all means to you
personally!

Thank you for downloading this work.
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PART TWO -- THE UNIVERSE

“Both place and time were changed, and I dwelt nearer to those parts of the
Universe and to those eras in history which had most attracted me.  Where I
lived was as far off as many a region viewed nightly by astronomers.  We are
wont to imagine rare and delectable places in some remote and more celestial
corner of the system, behind the constellation of Cassiopeia’s Chair, far from
noise and disturbance.  I discovered that my house actually had its site in such
a withdrawn, but forever new and unprofaned, part of the Universe. If it were
worth the while to settle in those parts near to the Pleiades or the Hyades, to
Aldebaran or Altair, then I was really there, or at an equal remoteness from the
life which I had left behind, dwindled and twinkling with as fine a ray to my
nearest neighbor, and to be seen only in moonless nights by him.  Such was
that part of creation where I squatted; –

‘There was a sheperd that did live,
And held his thoughts as high

As were the mounts whereon his flocks
Did hourly feed him by.’

What would we think of the sheperd’s life if his flocks always wandered to
higher pastures than his thoughts?”

-- from Walden by Henry David Thoreau
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VII  -- LOOKING TO THE STARS

I watch shadows grow long as twilight comes.  The early evening air creeps

in with a mild breeze bringing fire flies to dot the darkening woodland—a

panoramic joy, a marvel of twinkling lanterns.  First, they dance between gray-

brown tree trunks, by the hundreds they greet the approaching night, then

with nature’s timely precision the forest silhouettes fade to black leaving only

sparkling light.  Further off, in the heaven’s depths, I resolve finer points of

light.  One wonder overlays another.  Winged sparks intermingle then exit

leaving starry dots sitting above in the night air.  There is an artist’s hand in

this, for I see a celestial landscape, a composition of risen moon and flickering

galaxies, all held in large leafy-bordered frames.  Through the night’s stillness

come new thoughts, new questions, and this distinctly different window view.

What is the origin of humanity’s home?  How did the cosmos begin?

Where is it going?  Is there hard evidence to help us solve the mysteries?  Can

science calculate the answer?  Could the explanations be so obvious that I

overlook them?  Ironically, with a multitude of interesting questions, many of

us ignore explorations in the mind.  Humans simply focus on the world

because celestial history brings little to bear on immediate needs.  Food first,

particle physics later!  The budget deficit today, the Superconducting Super

Collider (SSC), maybe!  Yet, particle physics and its monstrously large scientific

machines—including future particle accelerators like an SSC—potentially hold

the key to solving fundamental questions concerning our cosmic being.  I am

intrigued by the haunting physical questions—many of which remain

unanswered by Nobel Laureates and other great minds.  In this arena, I relish

the fact that the greatest and the smallest of us can speculate with equal

authority.
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Am I inconsequential to events elsewhere in eternity’s vacuum?  Why is

there something here?  It wasn't always  so—why now and for how long?

Why not nothing?  And, if something, why this?  My venture to resolve these

queries is evident by the paper clutter before me.  This library’s shelves and

desk top are hardly tidy places.  Numerous scattered papers, magazines, and

books remain open with passages marked referencing works residing elsewhere

deep within other stacks of paper.  Some invisible trail links each pile as my

mind processes the complex explanations presented by theoreticians.  I am

building a window in the mind where each new theory reduces difficult

concepts to simpler pictures of understanding.

I view this earthly stage as a stable reality yet this is temporal and transitory.

Dynamic changes, of universal dimensions, are separate but concurrent with

global changes on Earth.  Humanity's timelines are really a product of

developments in the greater Universe.  After all, I am made of stuff once

formed in the dense core of massive ancient stars.  The cosmos is built upon

cycles, including life’s routine on Earth, which in its entirety is a temporary

blossom in time.  Cycles at every level of being describe a beginning, a middle,

and an end—even for the human race, for all life on Earth, and for the stars

themselves.1  

Stepping back in time, the ancient ones vigilantly looked into the depths of

the heavens.  The Universe revealed its celestial mechanics to these

civilizations—the Anasazi, Mayans, Egyptians, Mesopotamians, Chinese and

others—who examined the stars and calculated solar and lunar cycles.  Their

observations were primitive, neither aided by satellite nor telescope, and

wonderfully unobstructed by city lights.  Their measurements were driven by a

practical need—charting the length of seasons—which maintained cultural
                                    
1  Ecclesiastes 1:4-7 describes cycles from the perspective of an inhabitant on Earth.
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practice and indicated harvest times.  The ancients established cosmic links as

they danced and feasted in harmony with universal rhythms.  I ponder how

they arrived at questions concerning their place amongst the heavenly host.

Today, only a very few humans make astronomical observations by profession,

leaving a sea of humanity to other preoccupations.  Cosmic rhythms still

influence everyone, but on a subliminal level that many rarely acknowledge.

The reports before me suggest scientists—the few among the billions—are

beginning to explain the universal mechanics of everyday life.  Here the

window offers a glimpse of what science has discovered and continues to

investigate.

Recent discoveries reveal sequences describing creation of this Universe.

With telescopes using visible light, or radio waves, cosmologists2 scan the

heavens virtually peeling away layers to examine creation’s timeline.  The

properties of light and radio waves, space, and time provide a history,

deciphered much like evidence uncovered by an archaeologist’s shovel.  But,

unlike the digger who removes layers of soil masking earlier civilizations,

cosmologists sit quietly peering into space while celestial history streams

earthward in the form of ancient electromagnetic signals.  The Universe is so

expansive that images of stars and galaxies of long ago—even back to nearly

the very beginning—arrive during this generation’s time.  The further the

source, the longer it takes for the light to arrive here, thus the younger the

image of the distant earliest galaxies.  Astronomers estimate these galaxies are

12 to 13 billion years old.  Beyond these is darkness. This revelation, looking

back in time, comes by cosmic design.  Were the heavens made another way,

creation's past might be imperceptible.  But for humanity's information, this

field of view reveals the Universe's structure as of 10, 15, or 20 billion years
                                    
2  Cosmologists are scientists who study the structure of the universe.
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ago, through many intermediate stages, to the present.  I wonder, are

humanity's discoveries by chance or are these images part of a larger blueprint?

This question seems self-fulfilling—if indeed humankind was placed here to

probe beyond the merely obvious.

What I Consider Matters Here

I endeavor to visit the wonder and remarkable conditions that underlie daily

life.  Many of these issues add up to a lengthy list of grand coincidences.  If

this sounds a bit whimsical, be assured a foundation of fact and advanced

theory supports this view.  I encourage you to examine the peculiarity of this

Universe and to build a special insight for life.  With this understanding, any

review of change, historical timelines, or of our being takes a new meaning.

In the chapters that follow, I explore the substance of existence—atoms,

matter, and energy—stellar evolution, and incredible conditions making this

Universe a temporary theater for life.  This place is totally unique, no other is

known, and for the present discussion, is characterized by important features

including:

• Matter is the basis for physical reality, yet in terms of energy is something

quite surreal.

• The Universe is organized, exhibits order, and represents a design.

• All matter within the Universe appears to equal one special

value—suggesting this is a non-random factor.

• The Universe has a beginning3—this effect requires a cause, a creation, and

thus a Designer and Creator.

                                    
3  Albert Einstein’s theories on relativity, in the 1920’s, have come to represent the work that

defines a finite Universe; one that by default has a finite origin.  The Bible, which precedes this

scientific work, states that there was a beginning.  The biblical beginning, however, is
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• Creation of matter, stars, and galaxies present an orderly sequence that

undergoes change with time. Change was first driven by an explosive

beginning, entropy,4 expansion, and by four important fundamental forces.

• Mathematical investigation and theoretical descriptions suggest the Universe

is subtended by more than four dimensions—but our view is now restricted

to these four.

• The formation of heavier atoms—by a process called

nucleosynthesis—requires a cosmic evolution of events to spread vital

elements to other newly forming stars and planets.

• Life depends on numerous and remarkable coincidences—these are clues

that begin to reveal life’s origin.

• According to cosmic design, life without some unforeseen divine

intervention cannot last forever.  One might reasonably project that life on

Earth is limited to within 30 billion years from the beginning of time.5

• Life forms follow a creation scenario with evolution as an integral

component—something logic and science now reveal as a truth beyond the

commonly accepted myths and old paradigms.

The window displays universal patterns and developments that seem

orchestrated, inevitable, with every vital condition carefully set.

Simultaneously, the cosmos displays randomness, chaos, and uncertainty.
                                                                                                            

preceded by the existence of the cause of the Universe, for God’s role transcends past,

present and future (Exodus 3:14; Yochanan 8:58, 17:24; 1 Corinthians 2:7; 2 Timothy 1:9;

Titus 1:2).

4  Entropy:  ‘The irreversible tendency of a system including the universe, toward increasing

disorder and inertness.’ (as defined by Funk & Wagnalls)

5  H. Ross,  The Fingerprint of God  2nd ed. (Orange: Promise Publishing Co., 1991), pages

123, 158-159.
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How is this Universe so beautifully assembled and yet chaotic?  Does humanity

exist in the wake of some grand creative will?  How much wisdom is

embodied in the making of this place?  If this is a created place, then there is a

Creator—and like a detective one must look for clues leading to his identity.

Returning to the thought steps of Mr. Thoreau, I too, think of other remote

cosmic residences—“the Pleides or the Hyades, to Aldebaran or Altair”—but I

preferentially gravitate to the only home I know.  Here human intellect is but

one star in a galaxy of all knowledge.  What makes this Earth a functional stage

is the multitude of performances played here.  This is where I walk out my life.

Humanity is both actor and audience—who are fed and exercised by every

word, event, and principle written into the director’s script.  This approach

anticipates more information and images in this window—especially when

humanity's script is later considered in light of history.  But first, I am

compelled to look to the stars, to learn of the grand setting within which my

earthly home rests.  What then is this place, the theater, the Universe, the

Earth, the experience called reality?  The answers lie in understanding: change

in the Universe, cosmic creation, energy, matter, and the origin of all beings

alive today.  On the surface, these elements inspire the wonder expressed by

Henry Thoreau as he wandered about his woodland.  But I wish to go one step

further now that science adds new information—expanding the cosmic

window—to see things imperceptible to those of Henry's era.


